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once more for the once-a-month gang
Last month we 
invited you to 
consider a new 
form of 
connect
ion, 
called 
“The 
Once-
a-
Month 
Gang,” 
in large 
measure precipitated by the limitations imposed by the pandemic on our sense of community. We offer the 
invitation to you again this month in case you haven’t had a chance to express your interest.

new year, same old news... NOT!!
We all know that you made a resolution to read EVERY issue of UP2DATE from cover to cover. Now is no 
time to backtrack on your resolutions. Enjoy the ride and feel good about your stick-to-it-tiveness. 

prayer matters
Eula Mae Clark: Gaining strength during rehab stay at Hope Creek Care Center, East Moline, following a fall 
which caused a crack in a leg bone.

Lois Reedy: At the Kahl Home, Davenport, following diagnosis of inoperable pancreatic cancer.
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the new year brings a new sermon series
On January 9 we launched our latest sermon series - something called “Attitude Adjustment.” The Apostle 
Paul told the Philippian Christians they should have “the same attitude that Christ Jesus had” (Philippians 
2.5). What was that attitude? In the same chapter, Paul offers 
an important introduction to it via references to tenderness, 
compassion, mutual love, and common purpose. He then 
expands his treatment of Jesus’ attitude when he reminds us 
that Jesus “gave up divine privileges,” “took the humble position 
of a slave,” and “died a criminal’s death on a cross” (Philippians 
2.7). But there is more to Jesus’ attitude than even those 
laudable, merciful traits. In this new series we’re using the 
Gospel of Luke as our source for insight into the attitudes by 
which Jesus lived, died, and now lives forever at the right hand 
of God. 

This series will take us into June! So come join us as often as 
you can, whether in-person or by phone.

park in the west 40, please
Planning to join us for in-person Sunday worship in fellowship 
hall? Great! But if you do so on a Sunday when there’s some 
residual snow and ice on the drive, please park in the main 
(west) parking lot and enter the building through the main 
entrance. That lot receives much more sunshine, which keeps it 
more clear of wintery debris. In addition, we’ll have the sidewalk 
leading to the main entrance cleared and salted, to improve the 
journey. Yes, you’ll have to use the steps to get to fellowship hall, 
but the extra effort is worth the safety the move offers.

We LOVE IT when people join us for worship. If you decide to 
join us in-person, please do so as safely as possible.
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re: our collection of offering and distribution of communion
Some months ago and in response to the realities of a COVID world, for our communion service we replaced 
loaves of bread and trays of individual plastic cups with sealed combo-packs containing both a wafer and a 
serving of grape juice. Though the packs can be a bit challenging to open, overall, they’ve been well received. 
Beginning this weekend (January 30) we will make the following changes to the way we distribute the packs:

• Pick up your combo-pack as you enter the worship center, then hold it til needed at worship’s end.

• In-person worshipers will take each element at the same time as do phone-in worshipers, as invited by 
Bill Coley. After we take the cup, Bill will offer a closing reminder and blessing.

• If you have a financial offering to make, place it in the offering tray located on the stand just outside the 
sanctuary’s center entrance after worship ends.

microphone woes WILL end!
We’ve recently encountered a series of challenges - some of human/pastor origin - with the mic we use to 
enable people to listen live to our Sunday worship by phone, and to record the sermon for our website. We 
have good reason to believe those challenges are FINALLY behind us. So we apologize for the 
inconvenience and praise God for the resolution. We’d love to have you on the phone with us this Sunday.

about our finances
Finances matter to each of our households, and they matter to every household of faith, including ours. 

There’s no dismissing the pandemic’s harsh impact on most every aspect of our church’s ministry - from 
monthly assemblies such as the breakfast potlucks to vital public ministries such as Helmets of Hope, we’ve 
been hurt. The same is the case for our financial bottom line. Added velocity to the pandemic’s punch has 
come from recent weeks’ bad weather, which compelled us to cancel in-person worship. 

May this brief article remind us all of the value and necessity of our contribution to the current health and 
future possibilities of our church.
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financial statements mailed
We recently mailed financial giving statements to all who donated to FCCEM in 
calendar year 2021. As noted in a recent UP2DATE update, only donations made, 
postmarked, or submitted (in the case of online donations) during 2021 appear on 
year 2021 statements. If you made donations in 2021 but did not receive a 
statement, or if you believe your statement inaccurately reports your giving for last 
year, please contact the church office. [NOTE: Donations made in payment or 
appreciation for services - such as use of the building - are not tax deductible, but

   are included on the statements.]

OCC image gallery is FINALLY available!
Two months ago, we served as an Operation Christmas Child drop-off location for the 
fourth consecutive year. We closed that successful and inspiring experience with 
intentions to post a collection of images to display some of the festive, creative joy that 
OCC created. Well that image gallery is FINALLY up and viewable on our church’s 
website. You can find it HERE. https://fccem.org/media/audio-video-images

We invite you let the slide show advance on its own so that you can focus on the flow of 
the story the images depict.

new information directory on the way
We plan to produce the 2021 version of our church’s pocket information 
directory next week so as to have it available for pick up beginning 
Sunday, February 2. The directory provides basic contact information - 
postal and e-mail addresses and phone numbers - for people who are 
currently actively connected to our congregation. “Actively connected” 
is obviously a subjective criterion, but basically it means the household 
participates in worship, Bible study, one of our ministries, financially, 
and/or is one of our homebound families. 

If any of your contact information has changed since last year’s directory, please contact
 the church office by next Thursday, January 23, with the needed corrections. 

We will send an email to everyone whose address we have on file asking for permission to publish their 
email addresses. If you’d prefer not to be in the directory at all, please contact the church office.

https://fccem.org/media/audio-video-images
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What’s Inside?
what’s inside 1&2 KINGS?

This monthly series summarizes one or more Bible books, NOT to 
tell you everything you need to know about them, but rather to tell 
you enough to raise your curiosity about their contents and possible 
usefulness in your life and our world. We invite you to receive these 
brief summaries as invitations to strengthen (or perhaps revive or 
even launch) your connection to Scripture. A word from God awaits 
you in the pages of that Bible that sits on your shelf or table, or in 
your mobile device. Go get it!

1 and 2 Samuel report the rise of a monarchy in Israel as the result 
of popular demand and divine acceptance. God says to Samuel, 
they’re rejecting me, not you, so I’ll lead you to the person I want to 

serve as king: enter Saul. 1 and 2 Kings pick up the monarchy’s evolution at the end of David’s reign and 
introduce us to the most wise of all of Israel’s rulers, Solomon. The rest of the books cycle through the 
highlights, but more often, the lowlights, of subsequent kings’ reigns. It turns out that ancient political figures 
were no more “perfect” than their 21st century counterparts! Only occasionally in 1 and 2 Kings do we 
encounter a leader whose tenure is judged favorably. If for no other reason, perhaps we should read these 
Old Testament historical books to find solace in our grievances about our modern day politics!

Introductions to Bible books

notice 1 KINGS 3.7-9
“Now, O LORD my God, you have made me king instead of my father, David, but I am like a little child who 
doesn’t know his way around. And here I am in the midst of your own chosen people, a nation so great and 
numerous they cannot be counted! Give me an understanding heart so that I can govern your people well 
and know the difference between right and wrong. For who by himself is able to govern this great people of 
yours?”
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sunday group launches old testament study
Our 9:00 a.m. Sunday group has officially launched its review of around 140 Old Testament 
passages in search of their contribution to the group’s pursuit of an answer to the question, was 
Jesus God? You might think the answer to that question is obvious, but as the group’s 108 
session review of the New Testament made clear, the issue is multi-dimensional and not 
quickly or simply addressed. 

The Old Testament, of course, makes no explicit references to Jesus, so it’s up to readers 
to search for allusions to him and/or the ministry he came to complete. If the group’s first 
hour in the Old Testament was any indication, the forthcoming discussions are going to be 
riveting, challenging, and as is true about most every group session, fun. 

The group welcomed a new participant last week and hopes to receive others. So this is a great time to 
connect. You’ll praise God that you did!
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worship center projector showing its age
In-person worshipers have surely noticed the recent-months’ decline in the quality of image projected onto 

the front screen by our projection unit, which is now more than 16 years old (a VERY 
good life for a projector!). In response to the slow motion failure of our current machine, 
we’re pursuing bids on a replacement. Unfortunately, changes in technology since we 
purchased our unit in 2005 mean we’ll have to purchase both a new projector and a 
new screen (current screen is “standard definition” - i.e. nearly square, like the TV 
sets of old - but screens for all new projectors must be high definition-ready - i.e. 
rectangular, like the widescreen TV sets of today). Once we understand more about 

the cost of replacement, we will decide whether to pursue a purchase, and if we make 
one, how best to pay for it. If we decide to replace the two units, we will likely ask our 

congregation to help us make the purchase via a fundraising campaign. We hope you will be open to God’s 
leading as you decide whether to partner with any purchase we make.
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thank you.... yet again
For the 37th time in our years together, I need to find a way to say thank you for your Christmas season 
generosity. There can’t be many unused options left, can there? Well, yes there can be, and in fact are. 
Among the most satisfying dimensions of our long-lasting connection is the surprise I continue to experience 
at the end of every December when I receive your gift. It’s a surprise grounded in humility and cloaked in 
shock that after all these years and all that we have been through together - just in the last couple of years, 
for goodness’ sake! - you still respond with a generous heart. Thank you. 

I’ve long believed that God called us together back in the mid ‘80's. Every December you offer a new 
reminder that God not only called us together, but has also kept us together. There will always be something 
new, fresh, and surprising to me about such grace.

With what’s likely only a fraction of the love you deserve,

Bill

a reminder
I don’t drink, but that doesn’t stop me from feeling curious about aspects of the “spirits” industry,” my first 
interaction with which came in my second year as the pastor of the church I served while in seminary. At the 
reception following the wedding I had conducted, the grandfather of the groom asked whether I had 
“anything” in the cup from which I was drinking. I asked him whether he’d fire me if I did. He took my cup, 
walked away, and came back with a concoction that within an hour had me fronting the reception’s band 
while singing “Will the Circle Be Unbroken.”

That story is NOT the point of this piece, but there’s a hint of a connection to what is.

Somewhere online I ran across an article about a 29 year-old whisky which to most reviewers is apparently 
really good and really expensive. Curious about what could make whisky a topic of such robust analysis, I 
looked up reviews of this particular spirit. I found an obvious consensus about the quality of the drink, but an 
odd collective dissonance as to its flavor profile. 

I know nothing about how whisky afficionados make such identifications, but among the reviews I looked at, 
here are the flavors - usually described as “hints of” - that five different people found, all in the SAME spirit:

- Light honey, black tea, sugar cookie, vanilla, lemon pound cake, cooked pears
- Sea breeze, wax n honey
- Sweet honey cereal, bread, wood spice
- Sweet and soft peat, lemon, honey, spices, some apple and banana.
- White pepper, lemon zest and lime posset, aspen bark, cinnamon and spearmint

First things first: No, I don’t know why anyone would know what “sweet and soft peat” tastes like.

What strikes me about those lists, however, is that other than lemon, there is almost nothing in common 
among them! They’re all describing the experience of tasting the exact same drink, but you would never 
know it from the “hints” they each experienced. I’m not criticizing them. I have no idea as to the accuracy of 
their assessments, but trust the honesty of their reviews. I just think it’s amazing they experienced the same 
drink so differently.

The life lesson of this little detour into the land of aged oaken barrels is that we’re surrounded by people who 
experience the same things we do in life and come to very different conclusions. Not necessarily because 
they’re wrong, but because their experiences are different from ours. The next time a friend or political pundit 
draws conclusions with which you disagree, turn down the rage volume a bit and remember that what seems 
like “wax-n-honey” to you might seem like “cooked pears” to someone else. And that can be okay.
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